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Difference between Research and Evaluation

Research

• “How does it work?” (general)

• Researcher focused and funded

• Result: Knowledge and published 
papers

Shared approach: Careful data collection and 
analysis to better understand some problem/process

Evaluation

• “How well does it work?” (specific)

• Stakeholder focused and funded

• Result: Information and improved 
effectiveness

Example of each + Resources for your journey



researcher-initiated 

and funded

but good synergy 



ECOS:
Identifying 

shared goals

• My goal: how are children changed by experiences 
with biodiversity?

• ECOS’ goal: how does our program change students?

What happened next:

• Worked with teachers 
to develop Logic Model
(ask me about this later)

• Designed a survey

• Implemented survey 
and analyzed results



ECOS:
Results

• Students were more likely 
to repeat ECOS activities 
with parents if parents
had done ECOS

• Academic version: 
intergenerational
biodiversity experiences 
are especially impactful 
for children

• Report and Take-home 
Resource for ECOS

• Thesis chapter and 
(eventual) publication 
for me



Teens for Trees (T4T): 
Backstory

• T4T found me through my UMass advisor

• Funding via the Trees for Watertown Board



T4T: Identifying stakeholder goals
• T4T Goal: Evaluate program’s ability to meet its goals of 

growing knowledgeable teen tree advocates; identify 
successes, challenges, and opportunities for growth

What happened next:

• Worked with T4T 
to develop logic 
model (ask me 
about this later)

• Designed, implemented, 
and analyzed pre/post survey and photovoice activity 
focusing on measurable aspects of above goal



T4T: Results

• Program met its goals, overall

• Promising opportunity: develop teens 
into “tree ambassadors”

• Report and 1-Pager 

• Experience, paid job, and resume 
booster for me!



Resources: Participating in Research

• Find a professor or graduate student (anyone here?)
• Relevant disciplines: Biology, Ecology, Natural Resources, 

Conservation, Geography, Education, Urban Planning, Landscape 
Architecture, etc.

• Look for “public” professors and build relationships over time

• Key frameworks: Broader Impacts, Outreach, Public Engagement

• Write yourself into their grants

• Know how research partnership will benefit your organization



Resources: Engaging in Evaluation

• If you don’t already have the internal capacity…

• Build evaluation into your grants or grow institutional support up the food chain

• Write in the specific evaluator/firm or seek competitive proposals

• Massachusetts options:

• Center for Youth and Communities at Brandeis University (talk to Alan)

• Find independent consultants (anyone here?)

• Nonprofit Consultants Network (Greater Boston)

• Consortium model

• Work with an MBA or non-profit management class

• Apply for a grant from the American Educational Research Association



What is nature connection?
How do we measure nature connection?
What are barriers to nature connection?

Perrin, J.L. (2017). Recognizing Connection to Nature: Perspectives from the Field. Applied Environmental Education 
and Communication, 17:1, 3-13.





Barriers to Measuring Connection to 
Nature in the Field

“I don’t feel like anyone feels like they have a grasp on how STEM is being 
addressed in our organization. We are not driven by STEM.  We’re just trying 
to find a common language so the school will say, yes, and the funder will say, 
yes.  That is part of the motive for us to do this process. If we can find our own 
nature connection oriented language that allows us to measure the impact of 
what we’re doing, I think a school would happily say, yes to those things.  We 
had our own jargon years ago and that definitely didn’t work, so now we are 
adopting the jargon of the school system.”

- Participant #16 



Barriers to Measuring Connection to Nature in the Field

“I think the outcomes that are most difficult are the ones that are not really 
associated with STEM, not really associated with a formal curriculum, that are 
informal, and are really just meant to connect people and have them develop 
this relationship.”

- Participant #2



Building a Resource Guide
• Ideas to Consider:

• Is there a Spectrum of Nature Connection Outcomes?

• How might these outcomes build upon one another?

• How do we consider age of participants, partner schools/agencies goals, 
length of program, and  location of program when thinking about these 
outcomes?

• If you were involved in designing this connection to nature resource 
guide for practitioners, what would you include?



Research group convenes at 2018 NAAEE conference

• A team of academic researchers (led by Stanford University and University of 
Florida), the Children & Nature Network (C&NN), and NAAEE collaborated to 
identify strategies to characterize connection to nature in a variety of 
contexts and explore practitioners’ needs for measuring this concept as a 
basis for developing a Guide to Conceptualizing Connection to Nature 
Measures, Assessments, and Strategies, which will be available online and 
through workshops offered through the C&NN and NAAEE networks.

• We have completed a rough draft of the Guidebook are now seeking 
feedback from various environmental education practitioners.

• Guidebook should be available at the end of 2019



Academic Measures Related to Connection to Nature

Kam, T. (2013). Concepts and measures related to connection to nature: Similarities and differences.
Journal of Environmental Psychology, 34, 64-78.



Feedback: Do you have any suggestions on Decision tree; What is missing?  What else would be helpful (see 
decision tree handout)?



Example from the Guidebook

• WHAT DOES IT MEASURE? 

• The Connection to Nature Index (CNI) was designed to measure children’s feelings about 
their connection to nature. The CNI is based on previous research regarding children’s 
environmental attitudes and builds on the Connectedness to Nature Scale developed by 
Mayer and Frantz (2004). Specifically, the CNI measures four factors that influence how 
children feel about their connection to nature: 1) enjoyment of nature, 2) empathy for 
creatures, 3) sense of oneness with nature, and 4) sense of responsibility toward nature. 
The tool can also be used to predict children’s interest in participating in nature-based 
activities and in performing environmentally friendly behaviors. Authors believe the tool 
is helpful because youth whose family valued nature, who had previous experience and 
knowledge of nature, and who lived near nature scored higher on the index, which 
would be predicted by other studies. 

Feedback: Suggestions on Guidebook layout (see handout “Connection to Nature Index”)



Language in Guidebook
Feedback: What do these words mean to you?
• Constructs

• Affective

• Cognitive 

• Self-efficacy

• Convergent

• Discriminant

• Psychometrics

• Self-concept

• Environmental behavior

• Egalitarianism



Where to send feedback?

Please email to:

jperrin@lesley.edu



Birder Behavior
Summary of results from 2017 survey

Lucy Gertz
Mass Audubon Education Department
March 2019



• Collect baseline information on birders’ awareness about the drivers of decline of birds

• Get information on birders’ understanding of the relationships between declines, impacts, 
and personal actions

• Collect respondents’ assessment of the level of engagement they say they have with personal 
actions that could help mediate impacts to birds

• Assess how willing respondents say they are to engage further in personal actions that could 
help support local and global bird populations

Objectives of Birder Survey



Respondents

MAS Birders
• Attendees of 2017 MAS Birder’s Meeting
• Birders associated with several MAS sites
• Students in MAS Birder’s Certificate Program
• Bird-A-Thon and Bird Atlas Volunteers
• Readers of Warbler, blog, website

Beyond MAS
• Multiple birding clubs – newsletters, list serves
• Bird Observer
• Listeners to “Talking Birds” radio program



Age  (n=561) Gender  (n=544)



Zip Code by county  (n=549)

112
103

61 58 58 55 55
46 45

38
30 29

9
3



Their bird-related activities (n=556)

21%

30%

53%

61%

65%

73%

76%

98%

ATTENDING MULTI-SESSION BIRD COURSES

ATTENDING BIRD TRAVEL PROGRAMS

SUBSCRIBING TO BIRD ALERTS

USING EBIRD

SUBSCRIBING TO BIRD PUBLICATIONS

MEMBERSHIP IN BIRD CLUBS OR ORGANIZATIONS

ATTENDING GROUP BIRD WALKS AND/OR PRESENTATIONS

BIRDING ON MY OWN



How often they attend group bird 
walks and/or presentations 
(n=534)

A few times a year

51%

Monthly

21%

Not applicable 
to me

17%

Weekly

7%

Daily – no responses



How familiar they are with the American Birding 
Association’s Code of Birding Ethics (n=315)

Not familiar
21%

Somewhat familiar
36%

Very familiar
43%



Which of the following are major drivers of decline for 
local & global bird populations?  (n=550)

34%

53%

64%

70%

81%

83%

97%

ILLEGAL HUNTING

COLLISIONS

TOXIC CHEMICALS

DOMESTIC CATS

CLIMATE CHANGE

LOSS OF WINTERING HABITATS

LOSS OF BREEDING HABITATS



Impact of habitat loss

39%

47%

84%

87%

87%

95%

INDIVIDUAL BIRD MORTALITY

EFFECTS ON BIRD HEALTH

REDUCED ABUNDANCE AND QUALITY OF AVAILABLE 
INSECT AND PLANT FOOD

LOSS OF CRITICAL WINTERING AREAS

DEGRADED HABITAT VALUE AND DISRUPTED TIMING OF 
AVAILABLE FOOD AND WATER

LOSS OF LOCAL BREEDING AREAS



Impact of climate change

43%

66%

79%

81%

87%

93%

INDIVIDUAL BIRD MORTALITY

EFFECTS ON BIRD HEALTH

LOSS OF LOCAL BREEDING AREAS

LOSS OF CRITICAL WINTERING AREAS

REDUCED ABUNDANCE AND QUALITY OF AVAILABLE 
INSECT AND PLANT FOOD

DEGRADED HABITAT VALUE AND DISRUPTED TIMING OF 
AVAILABLE FOOD AND WATER



Impact of toxic chemicals

17%

24%

48%

70%

83%

94%

LOSS OF CRITICAL WINTERING AREAS

LOSS OF LOCAL BREEDING AREAS

DEGRADED HABITAT VALUE AND DISRUPTED TIMING OF 
AVAILABLE FOOD AND WATER

REDUCED ABUNDANCE AND QUALITY OF AVAILABLE 
INSECT AND PLANT FOOD

INDIVIDUAL BIRD MORTALITY

EFFECTS ON BIRD HEALTH



Which of these individual actions can help mediate the 
impacts/threats to bird populations? (n=494)

Supporting local open space 
initiatives and restoration 

efforts 

96%

Keeping pet cats 
indoors 

85%

Supporting bird 
conservation research, 

education, and advocacy 
efforts through having a 
membership and/or by 

making donations  

94%

Making windows more 
bird safe (applying 

decals, and/or 
adjusting lighting 
during migration 

season) 

78%

Landscaping around my 
home/community with 
bird-friendly practices                  

88%

Reducing my personal 
carbon footprint in the 

two most effective 
ways-driving 

less/switching to 
sustainable energy in 

my home and/or 
workplace 

78%

Reducing/eliminating use 
of toxic chemicals in and 

around my home       

87%

Buying/drinking 
shade-grown 

coffee 

73%

Taking advocacy actions 
(writing letters, making 
phone calls, attending 

town meetings, 
supporting conservation 

measures & pro-
conservation policy-

makers) 

78%

Not feeding or 
sheltering feral 

cats

74%

Buying locally 
grown, organic 

produce  

67%



Impact of supporting local open space initiatives 
and restoration efforts (n=367)

16%

25%

27%

30%

33%

52%

53%

81%

84%

88%

REDUCES CARBON EMISSIONS REQUIRED FOR LONG -TERM STORAGE 
AND TRANSPORTATION OF FOOD PRODUCTS

SUPPORTS SUSTAINABLE, ORGANIC AGRICULTURAL PRACTICES, 
REDUCES USE OF TOXIC PESTICIDES AND FERTILIZERS

REDUCES PREDATION ON SONGBIRDS, ESPECIALLY SPECIES THAT FEED 
OR NEST ON THE GROUND

PREVENTS MORTALITY OF INDIVIDUAL BIRDS

REDUCES THE AMOUNT OF TOXIC CHEMICALS ON LAWNS AND 
ENTERING LOCAL WATERWAYS

SLOWS THE IMPACTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE ON BIRD HABITATS, 
MIGRATION ROUTES, AND FOOD SOURCES

SUPPORTS LOCAL FARMLAND WHICH SERVES AS HABITAT FOR MANY 
BIRD SPECIES

SUPPORTS PRO-CONSERVATION MEASURES AND POLICIES

HELPS PRESERVE CRITICAL HABITAT FOR MANY WINTERING BIRD 
SPECIES

PROVIDES HABITAT AND RESOURCES (FOOD, WATER, COVER) FOR 
LOCAL BREEDING BIRDS



To what extent do you currently practice the following 
conservation actions? (n=382)

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Never Sometimes Often Almost always Always Not applicable to me



To what extent do you currently practice the following 
conservation actions?

3%

9%

10%

12%

12%

23%

25%

33%

39%

43%

KEEPING PET CATS INDOORS

REDUCING/ELIMINATING USE OF TOXIC CHEMICALS IN …

NOT FEEDING OR SHELTERING FERAL CATS

LANDSCAPING AROUND MY HOME/COMMUNITY WITH …

SUPPORTING BIRD CONSERVATION RESEARCH, …

SUPPORTING LOCAL OPEN SPACE INITIATIVES AND …

REDUCING MY PERSONAL CARBON FOOTPRINT IN THE …

BUYING LOCALLY GROWN, ORGANIC PRODUCE

MAKING WINDOWS MORE BIRD SAFE (APPLYING …

BUYING/DRINKING SHADE-GROWN COFFEE

NEVER & SOMETIMES



In order to support local and global bird populations, how willing would 
you be to engage further with any of these conservation practices?

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

45%

50%

Willing Very willing



Would you be interested in helping develop and deliver 
conservation action information and resources to fellow birders?
(n=352)

Not at this time
77%

Yes
23%



What do we now know?
• Birders take surveys

• Which major drivers of bird decline the respondents were most familiar with – the 
loss of breeding/wintering habitats and climate change – and their understanding 
of the associated impacts to birds

• Respondents indicated how much they understood about personal actions that 
could mediate certain impacts to birds

• Respondents reported on their current engagement with 
personal actions and how willing they would be to engage further
with certain actions 



What could we do with this information?

• Prepare a module for birders focused on personal actions they can take

• Utilize “Community Based Social Marketing” approaches 

• Incorporate Conservation Psychology and Social Science research findings

• Have the module delivered by credible messengers in appropriate settings

• Measure our progress in promoting pro-conservation behavior 
changes to birders

• Learn about other target audiences’ conservation knowledge, 
engagement with actions, willingness to engage further



For example…
Incorporate Conservation Psychology and Social Science 
research findings

❑ Craft messaging to be relevant, applicable, and relatable to the target audience

❑ Have the messaging be delivered by credible messengers in appropriate settings

❑ Research-based tools and techniques:  take-home info, prompts, follow-up

❑ Use approaches that are meaningful to the birding community:
• This is important to do because you care about birds
• Competition
• Testimonials
• Encouragement and support from fellow birders
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